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1. Introduction. Three categories of general systems introduced in [1,3] are studied. A 
large scale structure of systems is introduced, which is a generalization of the concepts of 
time systems [3,4] and tree-like hierarchy of systems [2]. From the problems discussed in 
[5,6] by M.D.Mesarovic, M.Macko, Y.Takahara and M.Runge, it can be seen that it is 
necessary to study the new structure, called linked systems, from the viewpoint of the 
applicabilities of the systems theory. 
A system S is an ordered pair (M,R) of sets M and R, where R is a set of some relations 
defined on the set M with any relation rE R being defined as follows: there exists an 
ordinal number n=n(r) such that M3r, where Mn indicates the set of all mappings from n 
to M, see[l]. Suppose that Si=(Mi,Ri), i=1,2, are systems and f: M,+M2 is a mapping. 
For any relation rE R,, let f(r)={ (f&), f(xr), . . . . f(x,), . ..) : ( x0, x1, . . . . ~a, . ..)E r } and 
f(R,)={ f(r): rE RI}. If szf(Rt), then the mapping f is called a morphism from S, to S, and 
denoted by f : S,-+S,; and Hom(S,,SJ indicates the class of all morphisms from S, to S,. 
It can be proved that all systems form a category with morphisms defined above. This 
category will be denoted by GS. 
Let A be a directed set [7] and (S:, : h~li) a set of systems uch that for any r,tE A 
with tZr, there exists a morphism lrt : S,+S, satisfying 1~=1~01,, andl,=id,< for r,s,tE A 
with s2r2t, where idMt is the identity morphism on S,. Then the systems (S, : he A] 
together with the morphisms (1, : t,sE A, s2t) will be called a linked system over A, 
denoted by LS(A). Let LS(A) and LS’(A) be two linked systems over A. A morphism F : 
LS(A)+LS’(A) is a set of morphisms (fk)kEh such that fke Hom(S,,S’,), for each hi A, 
satisfying f,ol,,=l’,,of,, for r,tE A with tZr. Hom*(LS(A),LS’(A)) indicates the class of all 
morphisms from LS(A) into L!?(A). Then the class of all linked systems over L together 
with the afore-described morphisms form a categiry, denoted by Ls,. 
Suppose that A and r are two directed sets. A bilinked system over AxT consists of a 
set of systems (S(h,y) : (ii,y)~ AxT) and a set of morphisms { hlrlb~ Hom(S(h,y$, 
SW,)): Yr,Y+-, y,W,]U{& E Hom(S(&y), S(&Y)): &h+A, h&r] 
satisfying that for any X,&E A and yr,y+ r with ht& and y+yZ, 
and for each fixed hi A, the family (S&y) : YE r) of systems together with the family 
( &I. * y1,y2~ r) of linkage morphisms is a linked system system in obj(LS,). This 
bilinked system will be denoted by LS(A,T) ; and for any hi A, LS(h,T) indicates the 
linked system with the family of systems {S&y) : YE r) and the family of linkage 
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morphisms (X&Yl: yr,y+ lY,yrZ&); and for YE r, LS(A,y) indicates the linked system with 
the family of systems (S&y) : he A) and the family of linkage morphisms (&,: 
h& A, h&,). 
For two bilinked systems LS(A,IJ and LS’(h,T), a morphism FAr from LS(A,T) into 
LS’(A,T) is a set of morphisms {fAYc Hom(S(h,y),S’(h,y)): (h,y)~ Axl?} such that for 
each he A, Fxr={ fky: y E r)E HOmr(Ls(h,r),Lsl(h,r)), for each YE r, 
FAT={ f+ A) E H om*(LS(A,y),LS’(A,y)), and for any &,&E A and y1,y2~ r satisfying 
h,zh, and Y$Y~’ the following diagram 
y2 Yl 
commutes. It can be shown that the class of all bilinked systems over AxT together with 
the afore-described morphisms form a category, which is denoted by DLS,r and for any 
bilinked systems LS(A,T) and LS’(A,T)E obj(DLS.r), Hom,r(LS(A,T),LS’(A,lY)) 
indicates the class of all morphisms from LS(A,lJ into LS’(A,T). 
2. Limit Properties of inverse systems. Let I be a partially ordered set and G a 
category. An inverse system ([8]) in G with the index set I is a contravariant functor F : 
I+G. Intuitively, it says that for any ie I, there exists an object Fin objG and whenever 
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ilj, for i&z I , there is a morphism Yij : FjjFi such that (i) Yii : Fi+Fi is the identity for 
every iE I; (ii) if iljlk, there is a commutative diagram: 
Yik 
Fk b Fi 
Suppose that F=(Fi,Yij) is an inverse system in G. The inverse limit of the system, 
denoted by li@i, is an object and a family of morphisms cti: @i+Fi with oi=Yijooj 
whenever i<j satisfying the following universal mapping property: 
for every object X and morphisms fi : XjFi making the diagram commute whenever i<j, 
there is a unique morphism p : X~~i making the diagram commute. 
2.1. Theorem.The inverse limit of a linked system LS(L) exists, denoted by @S(h). 
If l&rLS(A)=(M,R), then M={ (rn&*E nkLEM, : Itihl(mhl)=mQ h,,$~ A with h,&) 
and R=(r: 3(r&hE R, such that lti~l(rll)=rti, for hl,Q A with h,>&; and n=n(rk), 
for any he A; and for any XE r, there exists (x& ,,E nkEhrh with lxz11(x$=xn2, for 
hl,$z A with h,Z&, such that x(a)=(xA(a))kLEA, for ati}. 
2.2. Theorem. L& is a functor from LS, to GS. 
Let A and I be directed sets and LS(A,& obj(DLS,,). For each YE I’, there is a limit 
system S,=+*LS(A,y); and similarly, for each hi A, there is a limit system 
S;I=@rLS(h,T). For any Y~,Y~E r with y12yz, a morphism~(A)yzrl : Sy1+Sy2 can be 
defined by letting~A)~l~((m;kll)~h)=(1212Yl(m;lyl))~*, for any (mk$hh in the object 
set of Syl. Then we have the following: 
2.3. Theorem. ( SrT(A)yzrl, l?)E obj(LSr), l&rr is a functor from DLS,, to LS, 
and &nr a functor from DLS,, to LS,. 
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Let li&LS(A,T)=(SYl(h)Yz,l)r) and l@LS(h,T)=[ S,,l(T)x,n,,A), where 
morphismi(I&xl is defined by letting:i(r) X+,((mXt& r)=(y&X,(m~t y))yE l-9for any 
(mkl.&r in the object set of Skl. Then the following inverse limit exchanging theorem is 
true. 
2.4. Theorem. If LS(A,r)E obj(DLS,,), then li&kiALS(A,~)=li&l.rLS(A,~). 
Suppose that { Si:iE I} is a set of systems. A system S is said to be a product (resp., 
coproduct) of { Si:k I), if there exists a Family of morphisms { aie Hom(S,Si):k I}(resp., 
(ail Hom(Si,S) : k I)) such that for any S’E obj(GS) and a family (Yip Hom(S’,SJ : 
iE I)(resp.,{YiE Hom(S;,S’) : k I)), there exists uniquely a morphism 
XE Hom(S’,S)(resp., k Hom(S,S’)), SO that Yi=~ioh (resp.,Yi=ho@J, for all k I. 
2.5. Theorem. a. The product in GS always exists; b. The coproduct in GS always 
exists. 
By universal mapping property it follows that the product(coproduct) of systems is 
unique up to similarity. Then the product and coproduct of (Si : k I} can be denoted by 
I_Ii~ISi and ~ieISi respectively. 
Let I be an index set, F : I+Ls,be a functor. Then we have: 
2.6. Theorem. L&*@ie IF(i)=@iE &t$F(i). 
3. Conclusion. The attmpts on the categorical approach to the general systems theory 
have been made by many systems theorists, see, for example, [4,9]. It seems that more 
efforts are needed to be devoted to the establishment of a categorical systems theory, since 
this is possibly the best way to simplify the language, to clarify the concepts, to connect he 
concepts with mathematics, and to classify the various models, of the general systems. 
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